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I am currently studying IT. I just finished my second year at Softwarica College of IT & E-commerce. 

There were four subjects in this semester.  

• AD (Agile development) 

• DDD (Database Design and Development) 

• PIIT ( Professional Issues in IT) 

• CP 
This semester was quite fruitful. I learnt in detail about Java. I developed a simple application used in 

Cyber Café for money management and systematic execution of work. Its main objective was to reduce 

the paperwork. There was a presentation on the application I built. It was quite good though I was 

nervous at the beginning. It was like going into the field and explaining about the software to our client. 

Teachers asked various questions about the technical part of the software and I knew 

many things from that. I also did assignments of DDD in which I had to develop the 

website of a company.  Database in this semester was quite vast and we learnt about 

the data warehouses, distributed database and all the details about the database.  In 

AD we learnt about the agile methodology in software industry. This methodology is 

the most efficient and reliable methodology in present time in software industry. But 

it requires more skilled manpower and is costly. PIIT was all about the professional 

issues in IT. I also gained knowledge about green IT which focuses on the sustainable 

environment practice in the IT industry such as network printer, using recycling products etc. I learnt 

about maintaining the healthy work environment and how to keep oneself healthy and active in the 

work.  

Our college organizes various extracurricular activities from time to time. Recently it conducted the eye 

therapy checkup program in which people were taught to get rid of glasses slowly via therapy. And after 

that we had intra college girl futsal tournament. They also organized various workshops on different 

frameworks used in PHP and Java and JavaScript and web development. We had a two days workshop 

on the CI i.e. Code Igniter framework used in web development using PHP. This framework was object 

oriented and simplified the code. We learnt to use MVC pattern in this framework in PHP. Just few days 

before our college had organized the Softwarica anniversary day program. The program was huge 

success. There was wonderful performance from students from different batch. Event and Sport club 

had organized that program and all the teachers and student had participated actively.  

I have been applying for internship in various companies. Sadly I was not selected but I 

gained lot of knowledge from the interview. I knew my weaknesses and the reasons for 

not being selected. So, I didn’t become so much disappointed since I got to learn a lot 

from those experience. Also, I plan to make the website for MMSD which will be a plus 

point for my career. I am expecting to lean more from that project.  

 Lastly, I feel very privileged to have got your scholarship and would like to thank you all 

for your help and support because of which I got this golden opportunity to study and prosper my 

career. Lots of love and Happy New Year 2018.    

Thank you, Sanjeev.  
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